CHARLES H. ALVORD III
Chuck is a seasoned IT Systems Professional holding a Ph.D. from Penn State in Industrial
Engineering and Operations Research, now with over 40 years of Defense, Intelligence and Civil
Agencies experience. He is a Washington, DC native. He makes his home in Waterford, Virginia
on a 15-acre horse farm and is the proud father of five and four grandchildren. A synopsis of his
military service and work accomplishments is provided below.
Chuck spent the first 14 years of his professional career working for the US Army and
Intelligence Community in operational and scientific positions for ISR programs. After leaving
the Army, he developed software applications for reconnaissance systems and was involved in
research and development with the supported agency while an engineer at HRB-Singer in State
College, Pa.
Through the 1980s and 1990s, he worked as a systems engineer and later program manager in
Northrop Grumman or and subsidiary firms like BDM and TRW Systems on a variety of
assignments for DOD, Intelligence Community and Federal Civil clients.
In the early 2000s, Chuck was assigned to the Treasury Communications System project where
he served as the Deputy Program Manager for Service Enhancement. Chuck managed a large
team of network engineers and developers that built an integrated network management system,
defined new service offerings, built out the first intranet infrastructure for the Treasury
department (TIAS), and supported the modernization of the Treasury wide area network.
Through this assignment, Chuck began supporting his former Treasury TCS clients into the new
Department of Homeland Security (DHS).
Chuck left that assignment in 2003 to help develop business with DHS and focused in on
enterprise IT solutions like HSDN and later Enterprise Network Support Services. Chuck
supported Northrop Grumman products and services with DHS HQ, USCIS, ICE, CBP, and
FEMA until fall 2014.
He joined CACI international in September 2014 as DHS Account Executive for the Enterprise
IT Solutions Business Group where he serves today. Since that time, he has led or contributed to
new business awards at DHS HQ, FEMA, ICE, NPPD, and TSA.

